
Los Angeles

Director Patty 
Jenkins is in 
final talks to 

helm the sequel of 
“Wonder Woman”.
In talks with Warner 

Bros, Jenkins is close 
to signing a deal with the 
studio to step back into 
the director’s chair, reports 
aceshowbiz.com.

While “Wonder Woman 
2” was officially confirmed at 
the Comic-Con, Jenkins’ involvement 
beyond writing a treatment for the 
sequel was not confirmed until now.
Jenkins is in negotiations about her 

salary after “Wonder Woman” became a 
hit which is also the reason why the deal is 
getting delayed.

“Wonder Woman 2” is set for a December, 
2019 release.

Geoff Johns is providing the 
screenplay for the film while Gal Gadot 
is set to return as Diana Prince. (IANS)

London

Singer Frankie Bridge feels that people 
who troll others over social media are 
“cowards”.

Bridge has previously been 
subjected to harsh criticism 
on social media platforms like 
Twitter, and she believes the 
general public is unaware of the 
severity of the problem, reports 
dailymail.co.uk.

“I was really surprised that 
people weren’t aware that 
this goes on. I find it a really 
important subject. Social 
media is massive, it can be an 
amazing platform, but some 
people use it in the wrong 

way,” Bridge said on TV show 
“Lorraine”.
Frankie is trying to put a 

spotlight on the issue through 
a new TV documentary called 
“Celeb Trolls: We’re Coming To 
Get You”. (IANS)

‘Orange is the New Black’ 
actor Michael Harney 
has been cast in Steve 

McQueen’s crime thriller ‘Widows’.
The 61-year-old star has joined 

Liam Neeson, Robert Duvall, 
Viola Davis, Michelle Rodriguez, 
and Colin Farrell in the film from 
New Regency and 20th Century 
Fox. The movie follows surviving 
widows who come together to try 
to finish a failed heist job after 
their partners are killed during a 
robbery.

Harney will play Sgt Fuller, 
a corrupt cop involved in a 
conspiracy. (TOI)
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You have outdone all my dreams I dreamt from 

my bedroom when I started this as a 14 year old 

boy I never expect to come this far thank you
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Andrew Garfield

Actor best known for playing Spider Man in the 2012 
blockbuster The Amazing Spider Man and in its 2014 
sequel, The Amazing Spider Man 2. He earned BAFTA 
and Golden Globe nominations.
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Los Angeles

Actor Sonny Landham, who appeared in “Predator” and 
“48 Hrs”, is no more.

He died from congestive heart failure on Thursday in 
Lexington, Kentucky. He was 76, reports variety.com.

The actor, who was part Seminole and part Cherokee, was 
best known for portraying Native American tracker Billy 
Sole in Arnold Schwarzenegger-starrer “Predator” in 1987. 
However, he did not appear in the film’s sequels.

Landham’s early work in the 1970s included several X-rated 
films, but after appearing in Walter Hill’s 1979 street-gang 
thriller “The Warriors”, Landham often portrayed the tough 
guy in 1980s films including roles in “Action Jackson” and 
“Lock Up”. (IANS)

Veteran British actor Brendan Coyle has 
come on board Saoirse Ronan-starrer 
‘Mary Queen Of Scots’.

The 54-year-old star has also joined Margot 
Robbie, Guy Pearce, Jack Lowden, Joe Alwyn, 
Martin Compston and David Tennant in the 
period drama, which is currently being shot in 
England and Scotland.

The film will be directed by the first-time 
feature filmmaker Josie Rourke.

It explores the turbulent life of the charismatic 
Mary Stuart, Queen of France at 16 and widow at 
18 who defies pressure to remarry. 

‘House Of Cards’ creator Beau Willimon 
adapted the screenplay based on John Guy’s 
biography ‘My Heart is My Own: The Life of 
Mary Queen of Scots’. 

Producers are Tim Bevan, Eric Fellner, 
and Debra Hayward. Focus has worldwide 
rights and will release the film in the US, while 
Universal Pictures International will distribute 
internationally. (TOI)

‘Sin City’ actor Jaime 
King has been cast in an 
upcoming indie drama 

‘Ice Cream in the Cupboard’, 
adapted from Pat Moffat’s 
book of the same name.

Drew Pollins is directing 
the drama, which is currently 
being shot in LA. The book 
tells of a couple’s broken life 
when the wife is diagnosed 
with early Onset Alzheimer’s. 
Claudia Ferri and Dana 
Ashbrook are playing the 
couple, while King is playing 
a neurologist that tries to help 
the duo. (TOI)
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Musicians Christopher Louis, Leon Outlaw Jr., Terence Thomas, Malik Knighten and Tre’Von Waters of Next Town Down 
arrive at the 2017 Black Music Honors at Tennessee Performing Arts Centre yesterday in Nashville, Tennessee (AFP)


